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SGA Questions LU's Stance on Off-Campus Groups
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor

+

T f h e Student Government Association (SGA)
brought a controversial topic to the Tuesday, Feb.
23 meeting. The topic of discussion involved the
stance of both the administration and SGA on the
role of unrecognized, off-campus student group
members' participation in on-campus groups. The
discussion's participants included the Senate, administrators, members of off-campus groups and
other students with thoughts on the issue.
This discussion originated from last week's meeting when senators expressed confusion and concerns about university and organization policies,
or lack thereof, regarding off-campus groups.
"There is a difference between policy and practice," began Dr. Tun Pierson, vice president for Student Affairs and adviser to the SGA.
Pierson said that while policy is strictly outlined
in the Student Handbook or in the constitutions of
organizations, practice is what individuals actually
do. This is often interpreted as policy.
There is currently no university-wide policy that
requires on-campus organizations to prohibit offcampus group members from joining their club,
though there are allegedly some on-campus organizations that have done so.
"There's groups vs. individuals," Pierson said.
"Longwood University, all our resources, everything here is for every student."
Pierson is aware of students who were reportedly turned away from on-campus organizations
because they were part of off-campus groups.
"Is this fundamentally fair?" Pierson asked the
crowd. "I don't know."
Pierson described the issue as "complicated."
Pierson said there is a difference between university-wide and individual department policies (e.g.,

Campus Recreation and the Office of
Fraternity & Sorority Life), as requirements within
specific departments are not necessarily universal.
Ultimately, Pierson said if there is to be a university-wide policy regarding the participation of
off-campus group members in recognized organizations, it must go through a certain process. The
first step is for the student, faculty, organization or
department promoting the possible policy to present it to the Community Standards Committee.
The next measure, said Pierson, is for this individual or individuals to speak with groups it may
impact, such as the SGA. Pierson must approve
this policy next and take it to the cabinet consisting
of the president and all of the vice presidents.
Finally, a proposed policy must be approved by
the Board of Visitors in order to become part of the
Student Handbook Pierson said the handbook is a
"contract we have with you that... we will follow."
Dr.,Rick Chassey, director of the Office of Student Conduct and Integrity, presented a draft that
he said is an attempt to accurately summarize
both the university administration's and the SGA's
stance on off-campus groups. He noted that this
draft is in the beginning stages and can go through
many changes before being finalized or added to
the Student Handbook.
"Once there is a clear and consistent stance both
from the student government and the administration, at that point, and only at that point, would I
feel comfortable even thinking about bringing it up
to the Board of Visitors," said Chassey.
Chassey read the following draft to the meeting
attendees:
"Unrecognized student groups 1) do not seek official university recognition or 2) lost recognition
from the university and/or a national oiganization
but continue to operate as an organization. Unrecognized student groups choose to exist off campus
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Dr. Tim Ptoraon leads a discussion during yestsrday's SGA masting.

and have not followed the policies and regulations
to become a recognized oiganization as stated by
the Student Government Association.
"Longwood University does not support unrecognized student groups or membership in unrecognized student groups. In the event of inappropriate behavior within an unrecognized group, the
university must then hold its individual student
members accountable.
"The university may also hold accountable,

through legal action if necessary, unrecognized student groups that purport to be in partnership with
Longwood University when, in fact, they are not.
"Recognized student organizations within Student Government Association guidelines may develop membership requirements that disqualify
students currently involved with a recognized
group.
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: S200 on the Line in Recent livia Contest
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor

JESSICA GODAKT
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A&E Editor
O l 1 Feb. 20, Longwood University students took part in die recent fad known as die Harlem
Shake. The event was coordinated by David Clipp over a Facebook group. Steven Sommer acted
as videographer during filming of the event while Clipp dressed in a hot dog suit with an Albert
Einstein mask. Before every take, Clipp was filmed doing his own solo dance. Close to 150 people
took part in the video with groupies trailing behind as each location was filmed.
Three locations were used duringfilming:first,on the steps of the Lankford Student Union, then
inside the study area of die Greenwood library and finally finishing at die workout room of the
Student Health k Wellness Center. The film taken at die Wellness Center was die portion used and
uploaded for die 30 second video.
The Harlem Shake is a difficult event to describe other than one or two individuals (in this case
Clipp and Elwood) conspicuously dancing in a location before the film abruptly cuts, and they
are joined by others doing different and random dances with the song "Harlem Shake" by Baauer
playing in die background.
Some of the costumes that were worn during the film included Santa Claus, Buzz Lightyeer, Ron
Burgundy of "Anchorman," Where's Waldo, ariinjaturtle, storm trooper, penguin, bariafiia, Luigi,
a joker in pajamas and Billy Ray Cyrus.

a
Saturday, Feb. 23, students filled Blackwell Ballroom
in Ruffner to about three-fourths
of its capacity. Why? For the opportunity to win $200 in prize
money competing in Thinkfast,
a trivia contest.
TjohnE Booking & Productions
is die company that puts together the prize money contest.
Allen Conrad, the host of the
competition, said, "We have a
$200 cash prize, and we do have
five consolation prizes," said
Conrad.
The event was free to students
and noregistrationwas required
in order to play. All that was
needed was a Longwood student identification to trade for
a keypad, and the student was
good to go.
Conrad said, "The game starts
off with two preliminary multiple choice rounds where the
contestants face rapid questions.
| The top four groups at die end of
, each round will face off against
> one another in a typical game
1
show style setting. If you've seen
' "Jeopardy," you know what I'm
| talking about. The winner of
, each of those rounds earned
• an immunity spot into the final
• round. The final two spots were
' determined by a talent competi| tion judged by the attending stu( dents.
» Students could do any talent
» they wanted as long as it was a
' capella, and none of the view| ing audience could be harmed in
( anyway.
» In terms of the difficulty of the
• questions, Conrad had this to
• say, "The questions are geared
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LU students compete for $200 cash prize at Thinkfast trivia in Blackwell Hall,

to the college level so they are
not that difficult, and it is a general knowledge popular culture
trivia quiz show. So there's a lot
of stuff about movies, television
shows, sports, things of that nature."
"There's no math [in the questions]," said Conrad. "Once in a
while there might be some ridiculous, weird math question, but
it's really like an easy one once
you think about it So there's
not like [any] tough math questions."
The contest lasted about an
hour and a half and had much in
the way of interesting questions,
talent, screaming by some extremely enthusiastic contestants,
comradely and a bit of discord
from members of the audience
about a question in the final
round.
The question that caused such
discord was "What do Andrew
Jackson and Bill Clinton have
in common?" The answer supposedly was, "They were both
impeached." However, Jackson
was never impeached during
his term as president. Andrew
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Johnson, the 17th president and
president during the beginning
of the Reconstruction period following the Civil War, however
was the first president to be impeached by Congress.
Senior Kate Miller ended up
winning the contest and the $200
in prize money. She had this to
say about the contest. "[The
questions] were kind of hard. It
kind of helps that my dad was
asking me trivia questions since
I was litde, so it came through
for once."
the $200 that Miller won will
be going toward her sorority,
Alpha Sigma Tau, so they can
"have some more fun things to
do," according to Miller. Miller
has been a member of Alpha Sigma Tau since fall 2010.
If you were one of the students
who went to the contest and had
a fun time or you couldn't make
it this time but wish you had,
contact die Student Activities
Office. Maybe if enough people
ask, TjohnE will bring the show
back to Longwood for future enjoyment.

Opinion:
Why are Longwood's
diplomas so vague?
pg.
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La Parota Grill to Rebuild and Possibly Relocate after Massive Fire
BECCA LUNDBERG
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La Parota Grill, a family-owned and operated
Mexican restaurant in Farmville which opened
in 2000, caught ablaze on Saturday, Feb. 23.
Firefighters from the Farmville, Hampden-Sydney,
Rice and Prospect Fire Departments responded to
the blaze around 4:50 a.m., according to Chief Bean
Sears of the Farmville Fire Department.
Initial arriving units noted a significant blaze
on the roof at the rear of the structure that rapidly
spread through the restaurant's attic space. Crews
brought the fire under control within 90 minutes of
arriving.
"We don't know if we could've done something to
prevent it," said Jay Solorio, one of the partners for
La Parota. "We were up to par with everything, the
fire inspector had come not too long ago...
everything was fine."
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News Editor
Longwood University's Student Government
Association (SGA) is taking a new approach to
the annual club and organization budget requests
process with an exclusively online application.
"Usually, you would have to do everything in
paper form, and that was causing a lot of problems,"
said Queen Burrell, SGA treasurer.
Burrell said the paper process was unorganized,
the significant number of required forms causing
some students to approach the Student Finance
Committee (SFC) without all of the papers they
needed and confusing senators as well. This new
process is meant to be more efficient.
"We're trying to streamline it a little bit so that
we are being fair to all organizations and we're
using the same rules and the same guidelines for
everyone across the board," added Gina DeMarco,
assistant treasurer.
Burrell explained that representatives from clubs
and organizations can access budget request
packets on the SGA home page, longwoodsga.
weebly.com, and submit the forms by Feb. 28.
During Spring Break, Burrell will email

OPEN POSITIONS ON THE
EDITORIAL B O A R D :

- Assistant News Editor
• Assistant Sports Editor
- Event Coordinator
- Business Assistant
-Advertising Assistant
• Assistant Layout Editor
Please contact Gabrielle Pedro, Editorin-Chief, at rotundaeditor@gmail.oom
for more information.

As of press time, the Farmville Fire Department
had not yet determined the cause of the blaze.

organizations and notify the organization
representatives of when they should come before
SFC during the weekend of March 16 and 17, with
appointment times ranging from 12-7 p.m. each
day.
SFC will assign allocations to organizations
depending on what they deem appropriate to
allocate to each group during the budget revision
process over the weekend of March 23 and 24.
Burrell plans to email the entire Senate the
following Monday with the assigned allocations
and allow them a week to find any issues or make
any changes with the allocations.
Finally, during the Tuesday, April 2 SGA meeting,
the SGA will make the official allocations to all of
the organizations.
SFC expects club and organizations' budget
requests to include the cost of specific line items
they believe they will need for their group during
the upcoming academic year.
"I'm really impressed when the representative
knows and can speak on behalf of their budget,"
said DeMarco. "If you know, and you're passionate
about what you're presenting for, I think thaf s a
huge thing."
Auditor Alisha Royal is involved in the budget

request process in a different way than Burrell and
DeMarco. At the end of each academic year, she
reviews "what the organizations were given for the
previous year, and then I follow up to make sure
they spent the money SGA gave them appropriately
and how they line itemized it in their budget."
Royal said auditing is "more of a precautionary
role for SGA to have." She also described the
auditing process as an "efficiency checklist."
According to Burrell, while there is a to-bedecided amount that the Senate will officially
allocate during this annual process, this cap is a
guideline for the allocations and will be looked at
during the conclusion of the process.
After four years of overseeing the budget request
process, DeMarco believes it is an effective system.
"If s intimidating no matter what, but it gives us
enough time to really analyze the budget," she said.
"Even if groups don't get all of the money they're
asking for, it's important for them to come and even
attempt to get some sort of budget set up for next
year just so you know what you're working with,"
said DeMarco. "You don't come back in August
with an absolute blank slate and having to start
fresh."

Student Union Installs New Phone Charge Station
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Contributor
Lankford Student Union now features an
electronic station where students can easily charge
their cell phones in a secure environment. It features
a variety of phone charging jacks, which makes it
compatible for any style of cell phone, including the
iPhone 5.
The station is located right next to the Office
of Student Affairs on the ballroom floor. During
student union hours, users may plug their phone
inside one of the cubbies and then choose a fourdigit pass code to lock it in until they return to
retrieve their fully charged phone.
There are chargers available for five or six phones.
Soon, the cubbies will be labeled, as some of them
are specifically for the iPhone 5, and some have a
different charger.
Director of the Student Union & Involvement
Susan Sullivan, Administrative Assistant for
the Student Union & Involvement Angie Covert
& Assistant Director of the Student Union &
Involvement Operations Jonelle Davis were the
masterminds behind this operation.
"This has been in the works for at least six months,"
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said Sullivan. "The company was difficult to work
with; however, the results are wonderful."
The idea originated when the Student Union
Advisory Board voiced that the station was
something they would like to see. Sullivan said a
great deal of students come into the Student Union
and hang out in between classes and are always
trying to find an outlet to plug their phones in.
Next, someone suggested the possibility of looking
for a charger.
"That began the ball rolling," continued Sullivan.
"Jonelle [Davis] began looking online for some
information and gave it to Angie [Covert]. We really
wanted one where students could lock their phone
into the charger so they would not be out in the
open."
Sullivan and Covert noted the level.of positive
feedback from the students that have tried it out,
"especially regarding the ease of using the charger.
GoCharge one of the world's leading manufacturers
of Mobile Device Charging Kiosks, is the provider
of the charger. The phone charging station cost
around $2,500. Sullivan stressed the importance of
being able to lock the students' phones inside.
Sullivan said they have considered purchasing
another station to put in the bottom level of the
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Student Union, depending on the amount of,
students who use i t Sullivan plans to spread the
word about this new feature through the weekly
email.
Another addition to come to the Student Union,
sometime in March, is a new printing station. The
station will be featured in the front of the Student
Union & Involvement Office near the window.
Sullivan hopes that there will be a computer and
a printer where you can swipe your Lancer ID card
to print things in black and white.
"If you're in between classes and have something
on a jump drive that you need to print out, you can
do that here," Sullivan said.
Lastly, Sullivan mentioned the four large flatscreen TVs that will be put up in the Student
Union Ballroom, the Lancer Cafe and two more
in Dorrill Dining Hall. The TVs will run Orca TV
advertisements. They will not replace any of the
current televisions in the dining Hall, but will serve
as additional ones.
Sullivan hopes to receive more positive feedback
from the student body. The Student Union &
Involvement Office is excited for the new phone
charging station, and the other new additions to
come.

Plans for University's New Student Center are Underway
their student centers.
"We tried to get as much information
that could be attained from folks who
The new student center will be worked in the buildings, people who
located at the site of the Cunninghams were associated with the building
Residence Halls. According to Susan and the people who financed the
Sullivan, director of the Student Union building," Pierson said.
& Activities, the Cunninghams will be
The team took notes on what they
taken down around May 2014. Since liked about the various student centers
the demolition will take a few months, and what they did not.
the construction of the new student
"For Longwood, ours will have its
center won't start until fall 2014.
own character and its own approach
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for to it," Pierson said. "We took what we
Student Affairs, said, "It will have a learned, but also what we need for
lot of the same features that we have our campus is really whaf s absolutely
in our current Lankford building, but critical."
it will be more. There will be more
The student center will have several
common area space, more lounge new features for students. Sullivan
space, food service space and more."
stated that they plan on creating a lot
The current building, Lankford of space for student organizations to
Student Union, is about 34,000 square- meet, as well as storage space for their
feet, but Pierson predicts the new various materials.
building will be about 85,000 squareThere will also be places for students
feet.
to hang out with friends and to
Sullivan said this project is going to study for classes. Pierson wants
the building to have multi-purpose
cost about $30 million.
Recently, Sullivan, a group of vice rooms, so students can use them for
presidents and architects traveled to entertainment or group meetings.
"We are trying to get the best value
schools such as University of North
Carolina at Wilmington, Winthrop and use out of this for our students,"
University and the University of Pierson added.
North Carolina at Charlotte to see
There will still be food in this space,

JESSICA MICHAEL

Interested in writing,
broadcasting or
photography? Come out
to The Rotunda meetings,
every Thursday at 7 p.m.
in Hiner 1091 We're always
looking for more writers,
photographers and the
like!
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Mexican restaurant La Parota Grill caught fire early Saturday morning, leaving behind only a shell of the building.

SGA Converts Budget Packets to an Exclusively Online System
BECCA LUNDBERG

ROTUNDA SHOW ASST.
Rachel Faughnan

Solorio said there are plans to get the business
back up and running in 60 to 90 days. The partners
are determined to get the 10 employees, many of
whom are family and depending on their jobs at the
restaurant, back to work as soon as possible.
According to Solorio, the landlord of the
restaurant's current 2104 South Main St. property,
has not decided what he wants to do with the land.
In order to revive the business in the near future,
Solorio said La Parota will most likely relocate. He
said the restaurant partners are looking into several
properties and are even considering moving closer
to the Longwood University campus.
Solorio said the partners will work closely with
the fire inspector at their possible new location to
"make sure this doesn't happen to us again."
The Farmville Fire Department and the Town
of Farmville Building Official's Office are jointly
investigating the incident.

Contributor

but it may not be the same type of
food in the current student union.
According to Sullivan, "Those
derisions will probably be made when
we are farther along in the process.
We will work with Aramark and get
student feedback as to what type of
food they would like to see down
there."
Sullivan said Einstein Bros Bagels
could possibly move over to the new
building, but the final decision has not
been made yet.
Since the Cunninghams are one of
the main residence halls for incoming
freshmen, Longwood is trying to push
the upperclassmen off campus toward
Longwood-managed apartments or
other privately owned spaces.
According to Sullivan, Longwood
is currently building a new housing
option near Lancer Park These North
and South Campus buildings will
house around 400 beds and will act as
a replacement for the Cunninghams.
Sullivan stated, "Unfortunately they
are not staying on campus. They are
going off campus, but they are still
owned and managed by Longwood."
When construction begins, the
existing Lankford Student Union
building will be converted into

a Student Success Center with
financial aid, the Academic & Career
Advising Center, the Office of First
Year Experience, tutoring and other
services that students may need.
Sullivan said, "They are still working
through the details as to what will
specifically go in this building
[Lankford], but nothing as been
determined yet."
The mailroom will stay where it is in
Lankford, said Sullivan.
The new student union is projected
to open in the fall of 2016.
According to Pierson, "It is such
an important factor for the future of
our campus that [Interim] President
Connelly has said she wants every
vice president to be involved in this
and make sure that we are getting this
right for Longwood."
This project will move Longwood
closer to the 2020 Vision.
"We are definitely moving forward
very swiftly, so I'm really excited,"
Sullivan said. "I think if s going to
make a huge impact on the campus,
and I think the students are going to
love i t "

The Future of Downtown Farmville Becomes Clearer
RACHEL FAUGHNAN

Asst. Rotunda Show Coordinator
On Feb. 25 at 7:15 p.m., there
was a session for the public about
downtown Farmville and what will
come out of it.
Aaroni Arnett, city planner for
Arnett Muldrow and Associates, a
city planning /identity and branding
firm based in Greensboro, S.C.,
said, "This particular project is to
come up with a brand identity for
downtown and recommendations
on how we can build a system to
more effectively promote downtown
and market downtown to various
markets and users that we have in
the community."
Amett said the firm is in town for
three days to gather input to spark
their creative process.
"We have to understand what you
feel about this community before
we can start to translate that into a
graphic," Arnett said.
Arnett added, "When we talk about
creating a brand for downtown, we
are not just talking about creating a
logo; certainly that is something that
you see and may be even something
that we start with, but it is really
an expanded system of graphic
identity, brand extension, marketing
strategies that help you build this
identity for your community."
Arnett Muldrow and Associates
asked the audience a series of
questions regarding what the town
thinks about Farmville. The first
question they asked was, "What
other downtowns do they like, and
why do they like them?"
Audience
members
liked
Charlottesville, Chapel Hill, Fairfax
and Greensboro, N.C. Many people
in the audience explained they like
downtown areas with different
things to do such as bars, shops and
coffee shops. They liked how other
downtown areas have places where

LAWSON BASER

Contributor

Presenter Aaron Amett talks to some of the Farmville residents about how to make dow mm Farmville "the downtown."

not just a game on the Internet," change one thing in downtown
you are able to sit outside.
The next question they asked was "The real heart of Virginia," "Fall in Farmville, what would it be?" The
more directed toward Farmville. "If love with Farmville," "Stay a while," first thing the audience said was
you were to create a postcard for "Bridging our historic past with a store hours because everybody
Farmville, what one image would glorious future," "Welcome home," wants the hours to be longer. Then
they said restaurants and more foot
you put on that postcard?" they "America's Crucible."
"What are those unique stories, traffic.
asked.
Helen Person, executive director
The audience started naming off local heroes, that you have here
things that Farmville is known in Farmville, that people outside of Downtown Farmville, said, "Part
for such as The Heart of Virginia wouldn't know unless you were to of what we are trying to do is to be
Festival, High Bridge, Crute Stage, tell them?" was the next question able hear across the whole spectrum
of people in Farmville. What do they
the Farmers Market, Green Front asked.
The audience replied with Baibra see in Farmville? Who are we? And
Furniture, Longwood University,
The Rotunda and the food of Johns, who was the high school who are we trying to be? Where are
student that led the Moton School we going?
downtown.
Because heritage tourism is such a
The next question was, "Where lock but, the civil war stories,
would you make sure a tour would Captain Farmville, Civil Rights hero, huge part of who we are, we have to
find a way to be able to, in only very
go?" They replied with High Bridge Dr. King and James W. Jordan.
They asked these series of questions short words and an image, relay that
Trail, the Farmers Market, the
courthouse, The LCVA, Longwood, to get a better understanding of to the public.
"Hopefully, out of what we are
Library, State parks and the golf what Farmville is and how it is
course by Hampden-Sydney College. represented. They also want to know doing, it will just jump out and
The following question was, "You what the community wants from the emerge and be like, that is really
are designing a tagline for the sign downtown, and what they would cool, and that's who we are. It will
of Farmville. Welcome to Farmville. like to see differently within the tell our story very quickly."
community.
Whafs the tagline?"
The last question was, "If you could
The attendees replied with, "If s

Search for the Next CEHS Dean Approaching a Close
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
The search for the next dean of the
College of Education and Human
Services (CEHS) is beginning to
wind down, as Dr. Ken Perkins, vice
president for Academic Affairs, said
a candidate will be selected among
the four finalists within the next two
weeks.
"I am looking for an individual
who is highly reflective of their own
style and decision-making and being
committed to constantly improving
their ability to motivate people,"
said Perkins, who will make the final
decision.
Dr. Wayne White has served as
interim dean since Dr. Deneese Jones,
the former dean, left her position in
2012 to become provost at Drake
University.
The four finalists are Dr. Robert
Spina, professor and chair of the
E>epartment of Human Movement at
Old Dominion University; Dr. Debra
Wellman, associate professor and
dean of the College of Professional
Studies at Rollins College; Dr.
Donald Easton-Brooks, associate
professor and associate dean of the
School of Education at Hamline
University; and Dr. Paul Chapman,
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Wrestling with
Glenn Beck

interim associate dean of the College
of Human Resources and Education
at West Virginia University.
The four finalists' CVs can be
found on the university's Academic
Affairs web page.
According to Teresa Irish,
administrative assistant to the dean
search committee chaired by Dean
of the Library Suzy Palmer, the
candidate pool originally consisted
of 25-30 candidates that an outside
searchfirmbrought to the committee.
From there, the committee cut the
number to six candidates to interview
via Skype. The committee selected
the final four candidates from these
interviewees to bring to campus
from Feb. 11-21, interviewing each
candidate for two and a half days.
Part of the interview process
required each candidate to deliver
a presentation on the same topic,
entitled "The Greatest Challenges
Faring Education and Human
Services in the Next Decade."
"We're looking at how effective the
presentation is, how insightful the
presentations are," Perkins said.
According to Irish, candidates also
had lunches with students from the
CEHS as part of their itinerary.
Irish said there were no privacy or
job security concerns with bringing

the candidates to the university in
such a public manner.
"Typically, when you get to the
on-campus interview stage, if s
common practice to go public so
that the people at the schools you're
interviewing at can see your CV,"
Irish explained.
The search committee also runs
criminal background and reference
checks on the candidates, said Irish.
Perkins added, "We take great
pains ... to make sure that they are
not running from something."
The CEHS dean job description
posted on the Academic Affairs
page outlines a number of desired
qualities and requirements. The
section that describes the degree
requirements reads, "Candidates
must have an earned doctorate in
one of the disciplines within the
College and academic and scholarly
record consistent with appointment
at the rank of Associate Professor or
Professor."
Perkins said the modern approach
of hiring an administrator goes
beyond simply publishing an
advertisement in The Chronicle
of Higher Education, which the
committee did. The outside search
firm also contacted officials at
universities and asked. about

Two Invaders Killed in Home
Invasion, Third Suspect Escapes

Aggravated Robber David Banks still at
Large

Two armed home invaders were
killed in a house on Prince Edward
Highway last weekend after forcefully
entering the owner's home with a
third armed suspect, reported The
Southaide Messenger. According to
the individual who called the Prince
Edward County Sheriff's Office, die
three invaders came into his home
at about 4 a.m. The homeowner
confronted diem, and a gun battle
commenced. Two of the invaders,
Albert Lorenzo Johnson, Jr., 36, of
Farmville, and Carl Wayne Saunders,
29, of Lynchburg, were killed. Both
individuals had past criminal charges.
The third suspect fled from the scene.
This suspect, according to the Sheriff's
Office, was a black male dressed in
dark clothing. K-9 units tracked this
individual a quarter mile west of the
scene and believe he entered a vehicle
onRt 460.

The Buckingham County Sheriff's Office is
continuing to search for David Brenton Banks, 23,
a man found as one of two responsible assailants
for the aggravated robbery of a 25-year-old male
in Howardsville. According to WFLO.net, the
victim is not expected to suffer any long-term
effects from the injuries he received during the
incident. Sergeant Scott Folsom also found Charles
Phillip Jamerson, 23, responsible, following an
investigation on' Feb. 14. Jamerson is currently in
Piedmont Regional Jail in Farmville being held
without bond. Both individuals had felony warrants
issued against them for violating Virginia Code
18.2-58 (Robbery) and 18.2-95 (Grand Larceny),
as well as a misdemeanor warrant for violation
of Virginia Code 18.2-119 (Trespass). Jamerson
received another felony warrantforthe violation of
Virginia Code 18.2-51.6 (Strangulation of Another).
Banks is possibly operating a gold Tbyota Camry,
displaying Virginia license plates XEE-3607. The
Sheriff's Office asked anyone with information
regarding Banks' location to contact diem at 434969-1772.

qualified officials at these schools,
and contacted those believed to be
interested.
"These days with moving expenses
and selling houses and the difficulty
of selling houses, you have to work
hard to get a good, big applicant
pool, and thafs what we've done,"
Perkins said.
While Perkins said the search
committee will meet this week to
deliberate on a subset of two to four
of the four candidates to recommend
to him, he is the primary decision
maker. The future CEHS dean will
report directly to him.
"It is a very big «part of this job
when you're making those kind
derisions and you get all the input,"
said Perkins. "Part of the reason for
hiring the firm to help us build the
applicant pool is to get a subset of
candidates that any one of which
would be successful, and I think that
is the case here."
Perkins believes it is "important
to have a diversity of people in the
applicant pool. Gender, race and
experience; certainly within the
realms of being qualified."
The future dean of the CEHS will
officially assume his or her role on
July 1.

Virginia State Police Investigating
a Victoria Police Department
Employee
The Southside Messenger reported
that Lunenberg officials are tight-lipped
concerning the investigation of a Victoria
Police Department employee conducted
by the Virginia State Police. When asked
about the investigation, Victoria Police
Chief Brian Baird told The Southside
Messenger, "I'm not commenting on that
at all" and that it is a "personnel issue."
Corinne Geller, public relations director
for the Virginia State Police, responded to
The Southside Messenger's information
requests, saying, "I can confirm that the
Virginia State Police Bureau of Criminal
Investigation's Appomattox Field Office
is conducting an investigation into a
criminal allegation involving a sworn
employee of the Town of Victoria Police
Department. Because the investigation is
ongoing at this time and no charges have
been placed, I am unable to comment any
further." *
Compiled By: Been Lundbog

Political
commentator ——————
Glenn
Beck
recently
NEWS
slammed World Wrestling
COLUMN
Entertainment Inc. (WWE)
on his show, calling not only
the superstars but the fans "stupid wrestling
people."
Beck's comments have been sparked by the
repackaging of Jack Swagger and his manager,
Zeb Colter. Swagger and Colter play the part of
racist Americans. Since Swagger'sreturn,the two
have cut promos talking about how immigrants
are stealing jobs from "real Americans" and how
Colter and Swagger plan on getting them out of
the country.
The devious duo is in a rivalry with World
Heavyweight Champion Alberto Del Rio. Del
Rio just so happens to be Mexican hero and
building a large fan base, especially among
the Latino fans. You don't have to be a rocket
scientist to see that this is a great rivalry between
polar characters.
Beck went off on a rant about how WWE is
lashing out at the Tea Party and depicting
them in an unflattering light. Beck suggests
that people who watch wrestling are not well
educated or high in society.
I assume he has never heard of Donald
Trump, who has been a fan of WWE for years,
participated in Wrestlemania 23 and was just
announced, Monday night, as an inductee into
WWE Hall of Fame (class of 2013).
Beck's inflammatory comments have not gone
over so well with the wrestling world. Since his
uninformed statement aired, WWE has returned
fire.
Rather than having D-Generation X drive a
tank to his office (as they did during the war
against WCW), the billion dollar company has
been as diplomatic as possible in their rebuttal.
In their initial response, Swagger and Colter
release a video in which they start off cutting a
promo.
About a minute into the video, the two break
character and address Beck. They try to explain
to him that WWE is a form of entertainment, a
television show which has characters, much like
"NC1S" or "Glee," and like these shows, there are
characters who are meant to elicit a reaction out
of thè audience.
Also in the video, Colter extends an invitation to
Beck to appear on Monday Night RAW in front of
a sold out crowd and live television audience.
He is offered five minutes of unedited time to
present his case regarding his words and his
problem with the product. Beck declined the
offer, saying, "Unfortunately I am currently
booked doing anything else."
However, WWE did not stop there. The show's
top commentator, Michael Cole, took a camera
crew to the station in Irving, Texas where Beck
was filming his show.
There, Cole was incredibly professional in
his attempt to get an interview. He spoke with
several people in the building asking to speak
with Beck. One person confirmed that he was
indeed in the building.
Cole was eventually approached by an outof-place teenager who told Cole that he had to
leave and that he could not speak to Beck.
The owner then approached Cole with members
of security, telling him that he absolutely had to
leave the building, and if he wanted to speak
with Beck, Cole would have to get in touch with
his office in New York City. The owner even told
Cole that Beck was not in the building.
All of this has transpired in less than a week's
time. I doubt we have even begun to see the end
of this, and I anticipate that WWE will continue
to pursue Beck until he responds. I expect to
see Cole making a second interview attempt at
Beck's office within the week. This is most likely
going to get ugly fast.
This is a golden example of a very important
rule of life: don't provoke Vince McMahon.
McMahon does not take insults well, especially
toward a company which he built into a global
empire. McMahon will most diffidently pursue
Beck unti} he feels that he has come out on top.
Thaf s just the way the man works.
I find this'whole exchange to be extremely
entertaining. Beck says he finds it disgusting
how WWE is stereotyping Tea Party members,
yet he himself stereotypes WWE's audience of 14
million Americans, as well as a global audience
in over 145 countries as dumb rednecks or as he
puts it, "stupid wrestling people."
It seems to me that Glenn Beck is not fully
aware of what WWE is, like most people. He
writes it off as "fake" yet does not consider what
that entails. Every week, WWE tells a story with
its characters. These characters are not very
different from characters on other television
shows. It is all entertainment.
Glenn Beck has expressed an opinion, which
is his constitutional right. While his opinion is
one fueled by passion, it is severely uninformed.
"" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Chris Kjorness Redefines Rock History on Radio Show 'With Good Reason'
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
On Feb. 16, adjunct faculty member Chris
•Kjorness presented the second step in his campaign
to further knowledge of the early rock and gospel
scion Sister Rosetta Tharpe.
After his fall 2012 Blackwell talk on Rosetta
Tharpe was heard by Longwood University's
Media Specialist Matt McWilliams, Kjorness was
given the opportunity to appear on the Virginia
Foundation for the Humanities radio show, "With
Good Reason."
McWilliams has been in contact with "With
Good Reason" host Sarah McConnell who had
previously done a show with Assistant Professor of
Communication Studies Jeff Halliday, concerning
local sports casters and sports media. For some
time, McConnell had been interested in expanding
the number of Longwood faculty taking part in her
broadcasts.
Kjorness, who has taught classes on the world
of popular music and been an instructor of guitar
and bass at Longwood University for the past four
years, has a long and passionate history with his
subject matter. He spent most of his early twenties
performing and earned a B.A. in Jazz Studies from
the University of New Orleans.
He describes New Orleans as a "great place to be
at the time," where "he studied with heroes" such
as Ellis Marsalis, Bill Huntington, Steve Lacy and
DeLillo Perez.

After hearing that Lacy and Perez were working
at the New England Conservatory (NEC) in Boston,
Kjorness shipped out to study at the conservatory
and be a teaching assistant und^r Ran Blake,
an award-winning pianist and composer who
is the founding chair of NEC's Contemporary
Improvisation department.
Following his time at the conservatory, Kjorness
played gigs in Washington, D.C. for half a decade
and eventually settled at Longwood University.
Though his studies have been primarily focused
on Jazz, Kjorness has recently shifted his interest to
popular music and the process by which it evolved
from vernacular or folk music.
Concerning Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Kjorness said,
"You'll get one picture of her, one mention of [her]
in most books [concerning the development of
Rock]." He said that she is most often talked about
when people are studying the transition from
Gospel to soul music.
However, Kjorness said, "The key thing I've
been focused on is how important she was to the
development of RoCk and Roll. Not just so that
she gets recognized ... but also [because] changing
or elevating her status in the way we view the
development of Rock and Roll in some ways
changes what the story of Rock and Roll is because
so much [of its history] is told as a bunch of men
playing the blues. Here you have a woman playing
Gospel music."
To Kjorness, this invalidates "the idea that women
were only involved in Rock music ... through the

v

popular world in these girl singing groups like the
pre-Mo-town stuff."
Kjorness noted that Rosetta "influenced people
not only as a guitarist but as a singer. She changes
things."
Among her musical progeny were the scions of
Rock, including Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis and
Little Richard who were listed as her favorite artists.
Kjorness said, "Gospel music, particularly music
coming out of the Pentecostal Church, had such a
strong influence on Rock and Roll because Rock
and Roll is not simply the story of white people
loosening their social mores... Ifs not just about the
sexual element. Ifs about them hearing something
they'd never heard before ... a new spirit of doing
things ... in waking up, going out, being passionate
about things."
Kjorness noted, "The popularity [Sister Rosetta]
obtained even as early as the late thirties in the
Pentecostal Church was just amazing. She was
in New York around the time of the Harlem
Renaissance, and she played die Cotton Club
and knew people like Cab Calloway and Duke
Ellington.
"After that, she bridged over to making some
really great proto-typical rock music. The things
she was doing as early as 1947 into the 50s is really
Rock music in a lot of ways."
Her link to Rock music is strengthened by her
association to - the Jordanaires, the vocal quartet
she worked with before they provided vocal
background for Elvis Presley.

"One of their first shows was at the Mosque in
Richmond," Kjorness said. "She was a black woman
with white back singers."
Kjorness marks the radio show as one of the first
steps in what he humorously calls his campaign. He
first presented information seeking to further the
status of Sister Rosetta during his 2012 Blackwell
Talk around the Presidential Election and thus
came upon the metaphor.
Laughing, Kjorness said, "By God, they took me
seriously."
When asked about the involvement of Longwood
professors in media, Kjorness said, "I think i f s
important to be part of the public discourse ...
No matter what field you're in, get out there. I'm
writing an academic article on Tharpe, and I'm
hoping that it gets published somewhere good. [We
need] to have Longwood out there in thé public
eye. We have so many people doing good work
and there needs to be more of us out in the public
discourse. We're supposed to be adding to the
overall intellectual environment. If s good to say all
this stuff and all of the little books we're reading
apply to [the public]."
To further indulge interest in Sister Rosetta
Tharpe, Kjorness recommends Tony Heilbuf s book
'The Gospel Sound: Good News & Bad Times" and
encourages visiting the Women's & Gender Studies
program featuring Tharpe to be held on March 13,
from 3 p.m. 3:45 p.m. in the Greenwood Library.
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Be the Change You Want to Be :

Second Social Justice in Action Leadership Summit Teaches Students About Prejudice
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
As Longwood continues to impress upon its students the meaning
of citizen leadership, it decided to bring a deeper message on how
racial and economic inequalities, the consequences of prejudice and
how they can learn to be the change they want to see in the world.
Over 40 students participated in the Social Justice in Action
Leadership Summit (SJALS), which was held from Friday, Feb. 22 to
Saturday, Feb. 23 in on-campus locations.
Part of Longwood's National Black History Month Celebration,
the summit was free for all Longwood students. To participate in
the summit, students were required to register by Feb. 15. Students
were chosen to participate by being nominated by Longwood faculty
and staff. Students were also able to self-nominate by filling out an
email application sent by email to all students or by filling out an
application sheet on the Office of Diversity & Inclusion website.
On Friday, students were required to check-in at 6 p.m. in Blackwell
Hall. At 6:30 p.m., Interim President Marge Connelly and keynote
speaker Jessica Pettitt, social justice and diversity consultant, spoke
on the subject of "Be the Change You Want to Be."
In her speech, Connelly stated that the purpose of the summit is to
help create authentic citizen leaders and to allow students to explore
who they are.
Introducing the summit, Connelly said, "You're going to have some
pretty serious discussions, things that oftentimes are often considered
taboo to talk about.
She further stated, "My guess is there are going to be times when
you are uncomfortable, that you are disturbed, maybe that you are
even upset, and I guess I would say not only is that okay, but thaf s
good, and I actually wish that for you and not in a negative way at
all. I wish that for you because that is you learning, and that is you
stretching, and that is you maybe changing and maybe building an
even greater level of passion that you can then start to channel and
making changes in the things that matter to you most."
Having earned a Bachelor's Degree in Political Science, Connelly
joked that she also earned a minor in protesting. Elaborating further
on her own social justice work as an undergrad, Connelly described
it as "a pretty frustrating experience. There's no question about it,"
but later further stated, "It absolutely makes a difference, sometimes
in ways you can't see."
She said, "Every time you stand up and do the right thing, it
matters. You can't help but make a difference. The very act of just
doing it and doing makes a difference. What you do in this weekend
and what you're doing tonight is the right thing, and it will make a
difference in your lives and others, and I thank you for doing this.
While introducing herself, Pettitt provided her phone number to the
students at the summit, saying, "I want you to be able to have access
to someone to have questions."
While introducing herself to the students, Pettitt communicated that
to be a part of the world, people need to be accessed. She further
stated that it is not just the people deemed important that matter;
everyone matters.
Pettitt said, "Nobody else can be you, but we spend our entire lives
trying to be somebody else."
"What I invite us to do is I want you to take pride in where you are
at right now. You might not be done, but I don't think any of us are
turkeys. What I want you to do is I want you to trust that who you are
and where you're at is what matters. If we can do the best we can with
what we have, then we're not falling behind on our own ambition.
We're just dealing with what we got" said Pettitt.
After Connelly and Pettitt spoke, the student participants were
broken up into various groups to read over various nonfictional
anecdotes that involved social justice issues. The students had to
discuss what they thought of the anecdotes and any solutions that
could be made therein.
„
On Saturday, students checked in at 9 a.m. with a continental
breakfast provided on the second floor of Hiner Hall.
Later, Pettitt reflected on the previous evening's activities and
revved up the students for the day to come. She communicated that
too often people are inhibited by not understanding how much is not
known.
Pettitt said, "What I want today to do is to inspire you to ask
yourself what else you don't know, not just collect new facts."
Afterwards, a presentation, titled, "Mindbugs: The Ordinary
Origins of Bias," was presented by Calvin Lai, doctoral student in

the Department of Psychology at the University of Virginia. In his people eventually assume the identity.
Joy-Gaba discussed the various types of racism still prevalent in
presentation, Lai presented various experiments, optical illusions and
society, including "old-fashioned" racism, modern racism, symbolic
more that challenge perception and illustrate the faultiness therein.
In his presentation, Lai said, "Context matters ... We fill in the racism and aversive racism.
. To contact Jessica Pettitt, text her cell phone at (917) 543-0966.
blanks."
The Student Union & Involvement Office, the Office of Diversity &
He further stated that a "brain's guess" on anything is based on "our
Inclusion,
the Leadership & Civic Engagement Office and Disability
experiences. Ifs based on what we've heard before and what we've
Resources
collaborated to organize the summit.
seen happen before."
"What it does is pretty good, but ultimately ifs prone to error, so
we always have to impose some
type of interpretations," said Lai,
who further stated, "Everything
we see has some interpretation in
it. Our past experience imposes
interpretation on the here and
now."
In a presentation, tided, "The
Color of Money: Race and
Economic Inequalities," Dr. Sabrina
Pendergrass, assistant professor of
Sociology and African-American
and African Studies at the
University of Virginia, discussed
the reasons for racial economic
inequalities, the consequences and
the potential strategies for change.
In her presentation, Pendergrass
allowed the students to be
involved in a group activity where
they had to estimate how much
money is spent on a year by a three
person family with two parents
and a three-year-old child. While
the estimates within the groups
of students averaged just under
$40,000, Pendergrass showed that
the average costs have to end up
costing much, much less with the
poverty line at $19,590 since 2013
based on the number of people in
a household.
Pendergrass showed various
graphs on median household
income, poverty rates and more,
ranging from the 1960s to 2010,
each showing the various gaps
between races.
One graph shown was the
median net worth of households
in 2009. While blacks had a median
net worth of $5,677, whites had the
median net worth of $113,149.
Proposed reasons as to why the
racial differences in poverty have
occurred include racialization of
the state, economic detours and
sedimentation of racial inequality,
according to Pendergrass.
The last presentation at the
Social Justice in Action Leadership
Summit was "From Thinking
to Doing: The Consequences
of Prejudice," presented by Dr.
Go to Vacu.org and enter "LancerFree" in the search box.
Jennifer
Joy-Gaba,
assistant
professor of Psychology at Virginia
Commonwealth University.
In a group activity, students
were given labels stuck to their
backs with words like, "extrovert,"
"nosy" and "ugly." Students
were unable to know what their
respective label was but were to be
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Joan of Arc Leadership Program: A Leader in the Making
NIKKI CHAPPELLE

Staff Reporter
Joan of Arc was a significant
historical figure who led French
troops to numerous victories in the
Hundred Years War. The Joan of Arc
Leadership Program helps mold
Longwood students become strong
leaders like Joan of Arc.
Theron Haynesworth, a senior who
finished the Joan of Arc program,
stated, "I was attracted to the
program because I wanted to get more
involved on campus, and I wanted to
learn the skills of a citizen leader, and
I recommend this program to a lot of
people."
Natalie Joseph, a freshman who is an
emerging leader in the program, said,
"I joined the Joan of Arc Leadership
Program so I could develop skills that
will help me become a prominent
leader."
Intern at the Office of Leadership and
Civic Engagement Kaitlyn Cumber
added, "Because I hadn't heard about
i t I made it a priority of mine to try
to publicize the program more last fall
semester. We had almost 40 freshmen
come out for the first stage of the
program, which is amazing."
The Joan of Arc program has four
different steps that help enhance
students' leadership qualities. The
steps go in the following chronological
order: Emerging Leaders, the Shield
Leadership Program, the Paldron
Leadership Program and the Gauntlet
Leadership Program.
According to the Longwood website,
the first step is Emerging Leaders,
which is offered for freshmen in both
the fall and the spring semesters. This
first program is about self-awareness
and helps individuals become aware
of their strengths, weaknesses and
feelings. Emerging leaders hold

meetings on Mondays from 6 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. in the " C room of the
Lankford Student Union.
The first step contains six workshops
and students are required to complete
one of the three common service
activities, which give students a
chance to work with upperdassmen.
Joseph shared, "People from around
campus come and talk each week at
the meetings, and there's always a
new theme. Some of the themes are
being a balanced leader, listening,
communicating
and
asserting
yourself, cross culture simulation,
experimenting and taking risks, and
etc."
Haynesworth added, "Each section
has different workshops entitled
around different subjects. Maybe one
day it will be emotional intelligence
and the next day it will be team
leadership building. Sometimes,
it will be a guest speaker from offcampus or it could be someone from
the Office of Diversity &c Inclusion."
The second step of the Joan of Arc
program is the Shield Level. Students
have to complete six workshops and
five hours of community service.
Some of their workshops involve
topics such as social media, critical
thinking, managing stress, finding
out what your bias is, etc. Meetings
for this level take place in the "B"
Room of the Lankford Student Union
on Mondays from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Hailey Gilbert, another student in the
Shield Level, shared, "I first became
interested in the Joan of Arc Leadership
Program when a presenter came into
my LSEM class. She explained all of
the benefits of being involved in the
program, which consisted of gaining
life-long leadership skills, working
with others to achieve a goal and
being surrounded by others who are
as driven to succeed."

The next step up the ladder is the
Paldron Leadership level. Students
in this level are required to complete
six of the seven workshops. Their
workshops discuss topics such as
meeting management and event
planning, building coalitions and
networking, ethical leadership and
doing the right thing, group processing
and reflection, etc. Students in the
Paldron Level meet on Mondays from
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the "A" room of
the Lankford Student Union.
Rachel Gustafson a sophomore in
the program, shared, "I think I've
benefited most from the program by
being able to apply the skills learned
from the program, such as skills of
communication and working .with
other people. I think it has helped me
become a better person all around,
and this is something that I can take
with me even beyond college and into
my career."
The final step in becoming a
prominent leader is the Gauntlet
Level. Students in this level are
required to attend all workshops and
present a workshop to the previous
levels. Their meetings involve
discussion topics such as celebrating
victories, developing and facilitating a
presentation, revisiting your roadmap
and final prep for your presentations.
Students in the Gauntlet Level meet
on Wednesdays from 6 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. in the Amelia Room, or room
221, of Lankford Student Union.
Gilbert added, "I am looking
forward to teaching my own class
once I reach the Gauntlet stage. I am
so happy to be a part of this program
because I have been introduced to
other positive influences, and I walk
away each week knowing that I've
learned a valuable lesson."
Gustafson added, "Also wanted to
be able to have a medal to wear at

graduation that everyone calls the
sexy medal."
Haynesworth said, "The very
last semester you have to conduct
your on session for one of the other
lower sections. Ours was emotional
intelligence and coping with stress.
You make up your own exercises
and activities and you run your own
show."
Haynesworth further added, "I have
become more confident. When you're
around others being taught the same
leadership skills as you, you feel more
comfortable speaking out and taking
the initiative with certain things. Also,
you feel more comfortable in any
environment."
Cumber said, "It is a time
commitment, and students have to
be willing to do that. This program
is based on the Social Change Theory
with the work of both Jen Rentschler
, [associate director of leadership and
civic engagement], and Dr. [Kerstin]
Soderlund, [dean of students], who
put the program together. This is a
similar program to other schools in
that the topics are the same, common
things that all college students should
learn to be great leaders."
For more information on the
program contact Kaitlyn Cumber,
an intern at the Office of Leadership
and Civic Engagement. Students who'
were interested in registering for the
program for the spring 2013 semester
were required to email kaitlyn.
cumber®live.longwood.edu by Feb.
18.
For more information on leadership
general
contact
Katherine
m
Raborn, the program coordinator of
Leadership and Civic Engagement, in
Lankford Student Union Room 223.

'TRUE LIFE: I Feel Like I'm Majoring in Student Activities'
Panel of College Grads Advise Students on the Risks of Overexertion
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
On Thursday, Feb. 21, 27 students
gathered in die Lankford Student
Union Ballroom from 3:30 p.m. to
4:40 p.m. to listen to the advice of
fellow Lancers. Five Longwood
alumni spoke at the panel to talk
about their time at Longwood and
to try to pass on the knowledge they
gained from experiencing a hyperinvolved college career filled with
too many extra-curricular activities
Each panelist was given five
minutes to speak. At the end of
each discussion, the floor was open
up to the audience to ask whatever
questions they might have had.
James Bland, a 2012 alumnus,
said, "I think I spent my time trying
to be Superman, which I liked to
call myself during my undergrad
years. [If there] was something {that]
needed to get done, everybody [said],
'Oh, James can do it.' So I spent a lot
of time just focusing on 'I need to get
X done for this organization and do
Y for this and Z for thaf and make

sure I had all that done. If I had to
do it over again, I would manage my
time [a little] better and ... I would
ask for help."
During Bland's undergraduate
career, he was involved in his
fraternity. Alpha Phi Alpha, and
headed various leadership positions
in other organizations as well as
co-writing the Black Column in
The Rotunda. To this day, he still is
involved in Longwood activities, as
seen by his participation as a speaker
in the 2013 MLK Speech Reading
event during Black History Month
and the 2012 "This I Believe" event
at New Lancer Days.
When asked whether there was
pressure to be involved, Bland said,
"When I was in high school, I was
really quiet and [so] I wanted to
get involved. At my high school, I
really didn't have a place I felt that
I belonged so when I came here, I
[stepped out of] my comfort zone
and tried to really put myself out
there and join an organization as
many ways [that were possible]."
Allison Dobson, administrative

assistant in the Department of
Communication Studies, had the
same to say about her time at
Longwood. "I was a sixer [in terms
of the number of organizations], and
like James said, whenever anyone
said, 'Hey we need help with X, Y
or Z,' I would step up to the plate. I
wouldn't say that I was necessarily
pressured to, but it was something I
wanted to do. I liked to fix things. I
liked to help.
Dobson further commented, "I
like to put my hands in and get
work done. I think what I learned
the most [from college] was when
I was graduating and became a
professional, I found two or three
organizations that I was really
committed to, and I would get in
more value with that organization."
When Dobson was a student at
Longwood, she was an orientation
leader and a peer mentor for three
years. She was in public relations
and an assistant costume mistress for
the Longwood Company of Dancers,
a member of the Philanthropy and
Service community, a member of the

Big Siblings Program and worked for
the Student Office in her spare time.
Dr. Jason Milne, assistant professor
of sociology, said, "I am an academic,
and I think about things a lot to do
research. The reason I became so
involved now ... was not the way I
was in high school [which is] very
similar to James. I was an introvert.
I was one of those people [who
was shunned], but then I came to
Longwood, and it gave me a real
chance to stretch who I was. I knew
when I came to Longwood that I
wanted to be a teacher.
"Thanks to my extracurricular
activities, it helped keep me busy,"
said Milne.
All in all, the general thought was
that while those who had too many
extracurricular activities would
gladly drop a couple if given the
chance to re-do their time at college,
everyone on the panel agreed that a
few extracurricular activities were
some of the best parts of college. If
done in moderation.

Can Off-Campus Members Reap 0n-Campus Benefits?

SGA Seeks Answers
As far as the portion of the draft regarding offcampus groups' participation in university-wide
philanthropic events, members of off-campus
"Benefits of belonging to a recognized student groups attending the meeting said die recent
organization
include
Student
Government practice seems to be that individuals in these
Association funding, access to university facilities groups can partake in the events if they do not use
and resources, participation in campus leadership their group name to register.
SGA Senior Class President Gina DeMarco
opportunities and employment, excellence award
recognition, participation in campus events such as addressed the section of the draft that said
Oktoberfest or Spring Weekend, local, regional and members of unrecognized groups do not seek
national conference activities, university-sponsored official university recognition. She said this should
be changed because some off-campus groups have
community service and philanthropic projects."
Chaspey said the draft is an attempt to "summarize come to the SGA, asking for recognition, and have
the current practice. That's an issue that you guys been denied.
Zack Jackson, president of off-campus group
need tq discuss. I'm willing to go either way. "
Gamma
Psi, commented that there should be more
"SGA needs to talk about discrimination; how
support
for off-campus organizations coming to
much discrimination is okay or if any discrimination
campus.
is okay," added Chassey.
"I tfunk there definitely needs to be thoughts on
Chassey used the general example of whether a
a
policy
of not trying to not support but supporting
Republican-oriented group would be able to turn
[unrecognized
groups] coming to campus because
away Democrats.
that
would
solve
a lot of these problems," said
"I'm willing to go into whatever direction you
Jackson.
"If
we
were
able to get on campus in the
guys want to go in, as long as ifs legitimate and
first
place,
you
wouldn't
have to write that policy."
fait" said Chassey.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

SGA Vice President Brian Reid agreed with
Jackson's sentiment but said some off-campus
groups interested in being recognized by the SGA
were asked to address concerns the SGA had about
their constitutions and refused to do so.
However; SGA President Donald Knight said he
would be interested in starting a dialogue with
unrecognized groups who would like university
and SGA recognition.
"I don't believe that just because you're part of
an off-campus organization that you should be
discriminated against at all," said Knight.
Knight later added, "We all have our own beliefs,
we all have different values that we've gained in
our lifetime, and you should not be discriminated
against based upon that."
DeMarco proposed that the SGA form a committee
to discuss the SGA's formal stance on the issue. The
Senate agreed to meet after the next SGA meeting
on Tuesday, March 12 at 5:30 p.m. in the BC rooms
of Lankford Student Union for an open discussion
on the matter.

Is It Just Me
Or...
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
1s it just me, or does
spring semester take longer
FEATU1ES
to end than fall semester?
COLUMN
Despite the fact that both
semesters have the same
number of months in them, it
feels as if fall takes less time to end. Why could
that possibly be? Ifs not as if the fall semester
magically gets shorter as the break approaches.
Maybe ifs the weather that makes time move
slower in spring semester? In the fall, the weather
slowly gets colder (to our relief) and so time
seems to almost move faster as we count down to
winter break and our month off. But in the spring
semester, the weather for two-and-a-half-months
is just so ... cold. We're tired of the cold and the
dark. Well, I know I am.
By April, the weather warms up and by May,
ifs warm enough to be ready for the three months
we get off for the summer. However, that still
leaves January, February and most of March to
be potentially cold, dark months that are out of
our control. Whether said or not, months that are
actually cold and dark are the subject matter of a
completely different column all together.
But the months of October and November
are cold as well, yet time moves faster in those
months, you say? However, think about this:
what do we all look forward to in those months?
Halloween, Thanksgiving and the short amount
of time before ifs back home for break. In the
spring Semester, ifs Spring Break and then two
months of putting our noses to the grindstone
before we're rewarded with the glorious relief of
summer vacation.
Maybe the weather has nothing to do with it?
Maybe ifs the amount of work given to us that
affects our perception of time? After all, a constant
barrage of work and extracurricular activities
would make that dock move faster. The cold
weather for most of spring semester deters most
students, from leaving their warm(ish) rooms to
go out of doors.
But shouldn't there be the same amount of work
for each semester? Unless you decided to do the
bare minimum in terms of work (12 credit hours)
then yes, the work for each semester might be
the same. Or, it might not. Different variables are
in effect that one has to take into consideration.
The professor of the class, the level of difficulty
the class offers, how organized the student in
question is... if s a very difficult procedure.
So, after all that, how can we determine whether
or not spring semester really moves slower than
fall semester? Our internal clock? After all, how
many times last semester did you say, "Gee,
the time's really flown" or "Wasn't October
yesterday?" No, saying that on November first
does not count. Saying it then is just a really bad
joke.
As we look forward to warmer weather, bathing
suits and rocking out to Alice Cooper's "School's
Out (For Summer)" while driving or being driven
home, we all still have to remember that there is
still a fair amount of time for textbooks, tests and
projects ahead. But maybe there can be some way
to speed up the time. Perhaps the old adage is
true: time flies when you're having fun.
Find ways to put some fun in your schedule. If
all we have to look forward to is day after day of
constant onslaught of studying, projects, papers
and other matters of academia, ¿ten no wonder
it seems as if time has sluggishly gone to a halt.
Despite the cold, find ways to have fun indoors.
If you're a fan of "Glee," find a fellow Gleek
and watch it together despite the fact you may
spend more time yelling at the television than you
do actually watching. If you're bummed about
the current hiatus, then rent some of the DVD's
from the library and have a marathon. Play some
video games, watch a Disney movie or 50 or read
for pleasure. It doesn't have to be much, but the
littlest thing can make the time speed by.
Even just 10 minutes of a study break per hour
can make the work load seem less stressful, and
therefore, the time it takes to get to break won't
seem as daunting as it did before. Warning: study
break may invoke traces of procrastination. Please
see a textbook if it lasts over four hours.
All in all, time is a tricky thing. We may never
know why it seems to change in speed even when
the quantity is equal. The only thing we know
for sure is that Spring Break is near, and it will
be something worth waiting for. After that, i f s
just two more months until the cries of "No more
homework! No more books!" can be heard all
over the Virginia area.

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
University.

Arts & Entertainment
Works by Dr. Craig Challender Presented to Hopeful Poets
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
Despite the rain n Tuesday, Feb. 26, 25 students
gathered in the atrium of Greenwood Library fo
listen to poetry written by Longwood University
professor Dr. Craig Challender. Challender has
been teaching at Longwood for the past 30 years
as a Creative Writing, American Literature and
Mythology professor.
"When he's not teaching or directing a lone
gothic series, Dr. Challender writes," said Amanda
Hartman, special collections and digital initiative
librarian at Greenwood Library. "His poems have
been recently published in well known reviews and
his fourth manuscript, 'So Far: New and Selected
Poems', has been chosen as a finalist for the John
Ciardi Prize for Poetry; [which is sponsored by
New Letters and BkMk Press]. His third book, 'As
Details Become Available', has been nominated in

the poetry section for the State Library of Virginia
Literary awards."
Challender's poems have also appeared in the
South Dakota Review, Connecticut Review, Tar
River Poetry, The Midwest Quarterly, The Paterson
Library Literary Review and Chelsea.
After the introduction, Challender got up to
the podium and began to introduce his work to
the crowd. He began writing poems when he
was a graduate student, which in his words was
"practically ancient for a writer of poetry."
"I came here from the mid-west, and though
I've lived in Virginia for years, a lot of the material
[of the poems] does stem from growing up
outside Wichita, Kan. and then later teaching in
South Dakota," said Challender. He went on to
explain that this [the explanation] was his way of
introducing his poems.
Challender then went on to read several of his
poems, some somber and serious, with a few
"rationed" funny ones thrown into the mix. The
audience was asked to hold their applause
until the end of the reading, for the sake of
time.
After the reading, students were allowed
to help themselves to the refreshment table,
where a smorgasbord of different types of
delights was laid out for the enjoyment of
others.
Sneakily placed by the food was a table

The Offering
IAN SIMPKINS

Contributor
Sweltering, slimy, sweat-drenched
misery. Pillow damp as the fan
drowns you in a lukewarm river.
The fiery sacrifice to some
wretched,
demanding,
ancient deity.
Car engines hum a faint
putting sound over the
whirring drone of the fan;
together a symphony
of carefree, sputtering
children forming the
tune as they go.
The muted carrot color
of street lights
falls across the room
hurling inky shadows
into abysmal
obsidian corners.
Tossing, turning
the maddening waltz
toward comfort.
Left side, right, back,
stomach, around again,
until naked and sweaty
you're finally comfortable.
Stripped, drained, and
contorted upon the altar,
peace is made with the
blistering god.
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Longwood University's Dr. Challender reading one of his poems during his poetry reading at Greenwood Library.

where the option of buying an autographed copy *of
Challender's book was presented to die members
of the viewing audience. There was also a raffle
where four students had the opportunity to win
either one of three Barnes and Nobles gift cards or
a lovely flower arrangement.
In regard to the question of why he started
writing, Challender resoonded, "It may have been
a way that I was not overcome with heavy feelings
of that, of dealing with my sister. Those were the
first serious poems I ever wrote and I took a creative

writing class as a graduate student. I think maybe I
decided that would be a way to make myself finish
that group [of poems]. So that's how I got started."
To all you poets out there who haven't figured out
how to get started, Challender has these words
of advice for you: "Just start writing. That seems
silly, but first read a lot of poetry, model people that
you like and learn to not apologize for what your
experience is. Be prepared to write stuff that isn't
just 'pretty7.1 mean, write about harder stuff. Write
about true things."

Mavericks, Cops and 'How to Survive a Plague'
JESSICA GODAKT

A&E Editor
T H E MASTER"

Freddie Quell is a young, ex-naval officer with
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder after fighting in
World War II. When die older Lancaster Dodd
decides to help, he takes Quell in as a surrogate
son and tries to help him by having him join
a somewhat cult-ish movement to get rid of
Quell's disorder. The relationship between the
two grows as Dodd invites the young man into
his family in this riveting and inspirational
story. * Academy Award Nomination in several
categories* (Philip Seymour Hoffman, Joaquin
Phoenix, Amy Adams, Jesse Plemons)
"CHASING MAVERICKS"

A young boy, Jay, finds a father figure in his
friend Frosty, who saved him as a young boy. As
the boy grows into a teen, frequently surfing the

waves with Frosty, the waves become a part of
his life, just his like hismentor. Throughout the
movie, Frosty guides Jay through all the troubles
of teen-hood and especially his passion of riding
the "Mavericks". This based-on-a-true-story film
comes to life through the two characters and
their incredible bond. (Jonny Weston, Gerard
Butler, Elisabeth Shue, Abigail Spencer)
"LAW AND ORDER: THE TWELFTH YEAR"

From dog attacks to cold case revelations,
New York's finest take on the worst and most
dangerous criminals of the state. When Assistant
District Attorney Serena Southerlyn joins the
team and District Attorney Nora Lewin departs,
it leaves the team struggling to get used to the
changes. The team finds themselves under
attack, though, when they take their means
of justice a little too far. (Sam Waterston, Jerry
Orbach, Steven Hill, Jesse L. Martin, Carey
Lowell)

Stefan and Elena bring Jeremy's body back to
the Gilbert house where Caroline waits because
Elena believes Jeremy's ring will once again
The finale for the fourth season of "The Vampire resurrect him. While she denies that her brother
Diaries'" is fast approaching and the suspense is dead, everyone else knows the truth. Jeremy
continues to build. The audience learned in the was one of The Five hunters, meaning he was
previous episodes that a cure for vampirism supernatural, so the ring will not bring him back.
Meanwhile, Damon stays on the island to
exists, but there is only one dose, and while Stefan
wants Elena to take it, Rebekah desires it for search for Bonnie who has disappeared along
herself. Episode 15, "Stand By Me", begins where with Shane. Bonnie wakes up with Shane in
the last episode left off: ¡Catherine is back and she the woods, and he tells her that Jeremy is dead,
kills Jeremy to awaken Silas before escaping with causing her break down and lose control of her
powers. With her powers out of control, he tries
the cure.

JESSICA GUNTHER

Contributor

All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:

434 392 3000

" H o w TO SURVIVE A PLAGUE"

This incredible documentary takes a deeper look
into die story of the activist groups ACT UP and
TAG (Treatment Action Group) when AIDS was
reaching its peak. They were the first to turn the
disease from a deadly fear to a controllable force.
'Academy Award Nominee* (Peter Staley, Larry
Kramer, Iris Long, Bob Rafsky)

An Emotional 'Vampire Diaries' Takes Deadly Turn

STUDENT VALUE MENU!

www.dominos.Gom

"THE CLIENT LIST: SEASON ONE"

When Riley's husband leaves her after dealing
with financial issues, the now single mother
finds it hard to get a job with the economy
and her lack of schooling. When she finds the
position at a local day spa open, she realizes they
sell more than just massage therapy. With two
kids to feed, Riley takes the job and finds a home
at the salon. But the job comes with a higher
price than the prize. (Jennifer Love Hewitt,
Loretta Devine, Colin Egglesfield)

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

each only
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to calm her down by insisting there is a way to
bring him back, but Silas will need her help.
Back at the Gilbert house, Caroline and Stefan
talk about Elena's denial while Elena continues
to slowly lose her mind with grief but denies it.
Damon runs into Rebekah, who agrees to help
find Bonnie and while searching for her, one of
the mysterious Five we met in the last episode
attacks them. Damon captures and tortures the
hunter to get answers about how Katherine found
out about the cure. Apparentiy, Tyler's werewolf
friend told her about it. Katherine wants to use
the cure to bargain for her freedom with Klaus.
In an act of desperation to help
Elena, Stefan calls on Dr. Fell, who
stops by the house to convince Elena
that her brother is really gone. Elena
freaks out and attacks the doctor,
but Stefan intervenes as Matt walks
in the room and sees Jeremy's body.
After Elena calms down. Matt and
Elena talk about how he dealt with
his sister's death and that it is okay to
have hope. At the same time, Stefan
and Dr. Fell discuss how the death of
loved ones never gets any easier.
The end of die episode leaves
audiences on the edge of their seats,
anticipating the arrival of the next
episode. Bonnie plans to resurrect
Jeremy, but at the cost of much,
much more. At the end, we see Elena
completely melt down when she
finally realizes that Jeremy is actually
gone and not coming back. With
Damon's help, though, she learns
that she won't have to feel the pain
for very long.
This episode is as emotional for the
audience as it is for the characters
going through these events. I was
in denial right along with Elena
thinking, "They can't kill Jeremy off!"
This show does not play around, and
no character is safe, which is both
frightening and interesting because
sometimes character deaths are
essential to the story. The rating for
this episode would be three out of
five stars. It was emotional, but a bit
slow, with the whole hour centered on
Jeremy's death. The last few minutes
were very intriguing though. I'm
very curious to see where this next
episode takes us and if Bonnie gets to
fulfill her crazy plan.

The Oscars Need a
lear Identity

'Oh, You're Nominated for an Oscar?'

KEVIN GREEN

'Congratulations, that's something a 9 year-old can do'

StaffReporter

JONEL ANDREW

Contributor
If you thought the awards season was over with
the Grammy's, you thought wrong. The Oscars,
hosted by Seth MacFarlane, came around again to
honor all the great movies we've spent our money
on in the past year. The glamour, the outfits and
seeing our favorite stars win (or lose) got packed
into the 85th Academy Awards of 2013.
Seth MacFarlane opened in the typical fashion of
hosts by making some crude jokes at the expense of
Chris Brown, Rihanna, Nicolas Cage, Jodie Foster
and Jennifer Lawrence just to name a few.
MacFarlane followed with not one, not two, but
three performances with a choir of all gay men
(yes, you read that correctly) and Daniel Radcliffe
alongside Joseph Gordon-Levitt. What a beautiful
combination.
Octavia Spencer, who won an Oscar herself at
last year's Academy Awards, presented the first
Oscar award for Best Actor in a Supporting Role,
received by Christoph Waltz for the movie "Django
Unchained."
Paul Rudd and Melissa McCarthy put their
humor to good use when presenting the award for
Best Animated Film which was given, rightfully so,
to the beautiful Disney Pixar film "Brave."
To introduce the Best Picture nominees, Reese
Witherspoon came out and briefly spoke of the
first three nominees. Next, the handsome male cast
of "The Avengers" took the stage to present the
nominees for Best Cinematography and Best Visual
Effects. Both were awarded to "Life of Pi."

Charming Tatum and Jennifer Aniston presented
the award for Best Costume Design. The award was
given to Jacqueline Durran who designed for the
movie "Anna Karenina." "Les Misérables" took
home their first award in the similar category Best
Makeup and Hairstyling.
Seth MacFarlane kindly, and without any jokes
at all, introduced Halle Berry as "one of the most
beautiful women in the world," who then took the
stage to recount the iconic music of the James Bond
movies in the past five decades. In addition to the
tribute, Dame Shirley Bassey belted out a fierce
performance of her song "Goldfinger" in a classic
golden dress.
In between the few dry Oscar categories, including
documentaries and'short films, Liam Neeson from
the successful "Taken" movies came out to list the
next batch of films nominated for Best Picture.
"This is like church, only with more people
praying," says Seth MacFarlane before bringing out
Jennifer Gamer and Jessica Chastain to present the
Oscar for Best Foreign Film. The winner, "Amour,"
is the second foreign film from Austria to receive
this Oscar.
The entire cast of "Les Misérables" came together
to perform a piece from their film, stealing the
spotlight from Jennifer Hudson and Catherine
Zeta-Jones who had performed songs from their
previous movies, "Dream Girls" and "Chicago"
earlier in the show.
Ted, the talking bear, took the stage with Mark
Wahlberg to give an award to "Les Misérables" for
winning in the category Best Sound Mixing, which
the film definitely deserved. The next award for

the category Best Sound Editing was shockingly
tied between the movies "Zero Dark Thirty" and
"Skyfall."
Best Actress in a Supporting Role was presented
by Christopher Plummer, who coyly said, "I look
forward to the honor of working with any of these
ladies in one of my next 30 films." No surprise,
Anne Hathaway took home that Oscar for her
stunning role in "Les Misérables."
Jennifer Lawrence came out to present Adele's
performance of "Skyfall," which she later won an
Oscar for. In sparkling black, Adele flawlessly sings
without shouting her lyrics as Seth MacFarlane
might have had everyone prepared for with his
earlier jokes.
Bringing together the two biggest book-to-movie
series, Daniel Radcliffe and a limping, somewhat
comedic-dry Kristen Stewart came out to present
together, giving the Oscar for Best Production
Design to the film "Lincoln." \
Finally, the night closed with Best Actress awarded
to Jennifer Lawrence for "Silver Linings Playbook,"
and Best Actor was awarded to Daniel Day-Lewis
in "Lincoln." He is now the first actor to win three
Oscars in this category.
The final Oscar was supposed to be presented
by Jack Nicholson, but during his speech, he
introduced the true presenter, Michelle Obama.
"Argo," was awarded the Academy Award for Best
Picture. The movie was not in the front-running
for the award, but it was well-deserved by the film
based on the true events of Tony Mendez.

A m o n g many of the bizarre
happenings on Sunday night
A&E
during the 85th annual Academy
COLUMN
Awards, one of them was the
unique finale, in which host Seth
MacFarlane began singing a closing number with .
Kristin Chenoweth celebrating "the losers." The
musical number went on throughout the closing
credits, and featured tailored lyrics for some of
the nights big "losers" such as "Lincoln" and
Zero Dark Thirty."
Even more unorthodox for the ceremonious
event, ABC tacked on a quick bit at the very end,
explaining how each award is voted on. This
strange ending showcases a major problem with
the Academy Awards: they are having an identity
crisis.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, the honorary organization of people
who run the show, wants the public to believe this
event is about celebrating the art of film. At the
same time, they want to reach a massive portion
of the population.
There are a few problems with this, however.
The first problem is that a celebration of any art is
nearly impossible to sell to a mass audience. An
awards show with clear "winners" and "losers,"
however, sounds a little more appealing. For
years, the Oscars have straddled the line between
the two. It is time for a change.
If the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences wants its traditional event to truly
celebrate films, then it should no longer be in
prime time, or on a grand scale. On the other
hand, if the Academy wants money, distinct
winners and losers and national interest, then it
must adjust its awards categories.
The reasoning for this change lies in the Nielsen
television ratings for this event. The Oscars are
struggling to gain a strong audience befitting of its
grand production value. The younger generation
may not be entirely in-tune to what the Oscars are
supposed to be about.
Why else would someone like Seth MacFarlane
be hosting the Oscars? While MacFarlane's
presence did cause a slight spike in views from
the 18-49 year old crowd, this faction has been a
problem regardless of who has been hosting.
In an article for The New York Times, Brooks
Barnes and Michael Cieply wrote about the
troubling aspect of flat viewership. To cite an
example, when "The Artist" won Best Picture in
2012, the two reported that ABC estimated 39.3
million people tuned-in. Only 14.9 million of
those estimated viewers were between the ages of
18 and 49.
rinitUDj. i\anromro UUW
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In fact, the ratings for the three ceremonies prior
On Feb. 26, Longwood's Wind Symphony held a concert in Jarman that was guest-conducted by Glenn Nierman.
to 2012 have hovered around 20 on the Nielsen
scale with an average of between 30-40 million
of the Blacksmith," continued this, and by the as well: Ring. Ring concluded the piece in 2013, and
viewers. These are modest ratings, at best, for any
conclusion, "Fantasia on the 'Dargason'" the piece this was the world premiere for the performance.
primetime, Sunday night, once-a-year event.
Kinzer accompanied the other performers and
ended with a high note, firmly finishing the song.
By comparison, the Super Bowl attracts an
It was Nierman, who conducted the third opened with an emotional yet intense solo that
average
of over 100 million without really
piece, "Chester - Overture for Band" and led the led into the rest of the performance that seemed
breaking
a sweat. The Oscars are like the Super
performers into a solemn, calming beginning to base its center around the dramatic pounding
Bowl
of
the
film world for many people. Critics
interrupted quickly by the beating of the drums, of the drums, ending the first of the four sections
and
moviegoers
alike get incredibly wrapped up
and the song turned into an intense piece. It seemed with a bang - literally a beating of the drums. The
in
everything
from
the red carpet to the "snubs of
to be reflecting a battle between the high and low sections were split by "Sonata," "Song," "Scherzo"
the
night."
and
"Variations."
The
final
section
ended
epically
notes. They came together at the end, finishing off
Watching a twitter feed on Oscar night is a bit
strongly. The students stood and accepted applause with a divine crescendo of all the instruments that
like
what a twitter feed looks like on game day.
echoed
throughout
the
hall
and
finished
off
the
along with their guest conductor before continuing
The
only problem is that it is a real appreciation
performance.
on to "Trauersinfonie," which was conducted by
of
the
art of filmmaking is entirely subjective. In
There was no introduction or conclusion
Dr. Gordon Ring.
other
words
there would be no "snubs" or clear
There was a brief intermission while the final announced by a performer or conductor throughout
winners
and
losers.
performance was set up for the piano used. The final the recital, simply the beginning and end of the
However,
every
single year the media reports
piece, "Concerto," was conducted by its composer music in the hall.
about the "winners" and "losers" of Oscar night
and who lost big. This defeats the purpose of a
night that is supposed to be a celebration of the
art of filmmaking.
The problem is that, for years, presenters always
uttered the phrase "And the winner is..." To the
Academy's credit, the phrase was later changed
to "And the Oscar goes to..." This subtle change
The Fashion of Longwood University
in wording was merely a feeble attempt to remind
the public of the original purpose of this event.
However, when something is on a scale as grand
Names:
as this, there has to be a "winner."
Skyler Carpenter and Brandon Driggins
If the Oscars were truly celebrating the art of
film, then there would not be the need for a
lavish ceremony on live TV. If there were a real
Year in School:
appreciation for filmmaking, then there would
Juniors
be a heavier emphasis on the technical aspects
of filmmaking. In other words, the little nuts and
Favorite Store:
bolts that makes films tick.
As of right now, those categories seem trivial and
Skyler: Forever 21
much
like "filler awards" to the masses. They are
Brandon: Jimmy Jazz
simply filling up time for the real awards, such as
Best Director, Best Picture and the acting awards.
What would you consider your style:
When you look beyond the world of the Academy
Skyler Eclectic
Awards, then you see a picture of numerous
award shows between December and March.
Brandon Casual urban
The only thing separating the Oscars from that
crowd
is history and a name. If the Academy
Favorite article of clothing:
truly wants mass-appeal, then they need to stop
Skyler: "These boots" (the ones pictured)
pretending. They need to simply be that mass"They're actually my riding boots."
appeal awards show that is hiding under the
lavish set design.
Brandon A black and white cardigan that he
owns

Wind Symphony Performance:

Includes Guest Performers and a Premiere Performance
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
Music filled Jarman Auditorium on the evening
of Feb. 26 as the Longwood University Wind
Symphony took center stage. They were joined
by guest conductor; Glenn Nierman, the current
President-Elect of the National Association for
Music Education as well as a member of the Board
of Directors of the International Society for Music
Education (ISME). He is also currently a professor
and Associate Director of the School of Music at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He was joined by
pianist, lisa Kinzer, who performed for the fourth
time with the Wind Symphony and works as a
professor and Chair of the Piano Area in the music
department at Longwood.
Tl\e symphony began with the first piece, "Valdres
March," originally composed by Johannes Hanssen
and arranged by Loras J. Schissel. The piece was
extremely vibrant and exciting with notes that
seemed joyous and jumpy between instruments
but flowed evenly. It was during the second piece,
"Second Suite in F for Military" that the performers
drew to the deep tunes, focusing on the instruments
such as tubas, horns and trombones.
It was extremely interesting as it was split into four
different sections. The first, the "March," seemed
to echo the personalities of different branches
of the military from the navy to the marines, etc.
During the second part, "Song Without Words:
I'll Love my Love," it became more of an elegant
and charming song that crescendos strongly into a
furtive-sounding melody. The third section, "Song

Compiled By Cara O'Neal

This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Diploma Debate: Why Are Longwood Students' Diplomas Vague?
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
"If you can't do it right, don't do it at all." That's
how some things should be.
Thaf s how it should be in some academic aspects.
There are professors I have learned much from
and some I couldn't tell you anything they said
because they tend to talk at you rather than to you
on a daily basis. After sitting through these boring
lectures from monotone professors who obviously
do not enjoy their profession anymore, I deserve
something to hang on my wall that I can be proud
of.
After three of my best friends graduated in
December (one from Longwood, one from Virginia
Tech and one from Radford) I noticed something
very strange when comparing the pictures of their
beloved diplomas. The diplomas that we receive
from Longwood do not state what major we were.
You didn't notice this, did you? I dare you to
look at some of your graduated friends' diplomas.
They will say "So-and-so graduated from blah blah
University with a Bachelor of Arts in English or a

Bachelor of Science in Biology." You won't get any
of that at Longwood. When they mail you your
diploma it will only say that you graduated with
either a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science.
The major you fell in love with and studied so
hard for years is suddenly out of the picture, never
to be heard from again.
I know some people on campus don't care
that their diploma doesn't say what degree they
graduated with; the joy of having an official diploma
from an accredited four year university is all that
matters to them. I'm sorry, but that's not okay with
me. I understand that getting a degree is whafs
"really" important, but not being able to frame my
diploma that says that I worked four years to earn
my English degree with a concentration in Creative
Writing is irritating, to say the least.
I can't say that I know why our diplomas do not
say what major we earned our Bachelor's degrees
in, but I know that they did, at one point in time,
specify which major the student earned. There
have been rumors that the diplomas changed
during the presidency of Dr. Cormier. None of the
students who currently attend Longwood know

for sure when it changed, but most of us want to
know why it hasn't been changed back There have
been petitions to have the text on the diplomas
returned to the original (and what is the norm at
other universities), but why haven't the students'
pleas been acknowledged?
Senior Michelle Stefko doesn't agree with the
way diplomas are at Longwood. "I think ifs
disappointing because I have worked very hard
for four years to earn my degree in Biology, but
my diploma will not display the specifics of my
Bachelor of Science degree. I could have a Bachelor
of Science in many different fields, but I don't - my
degree is in Biology, not Chemistry or Physics or
one of the other many science majors. I'm proud of
my degree, and if I'm going to hang my diploma in
my office when I make it big in the medical field,
I want people to know that I majored in Biology."
My sister graduated from Virginia Tech and
when asked how she would have felt if her
diploma didn't mention what she had her degree
in, she responded, "I would have hated it. I don't
know why schools even give diplomas to students
if they're not going to be specific in what degree

they earned. I have my Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural and Applied Economics, and I
wouldn't be as excited to have framed and hung
my degree on the wall of my office showing people
that piece of paper if it didn't say that."
The quotation from the beginning of this article
belongs to our diplomas, to a certain degree. If the
school cannot put the specifics of the degree on our
diplomas, why bother giving us paper diplomas.
It's a big deal if we graduate with a Bachelor in Arts
or Science, but ifs a bigger deal which major we
had within these departments. Ifs obvious that the
students want our diplomas changed back to the
way they used to be, so why haven't the authorities
changed them?
The graduates of Longwood are proud to be
here, proud of the departments that we belong to,
but why won't the school give us a diploma to be
equally proud of? I'm going to be happy to have
a diploma from this university, but I'd be even
happier to be able to show off that I graduated with
a degree in English from Longwood for the rest of
my life.

One Nation, Divisible: Ethnic Strife in New America

Photo Courtesy: www.equalvoicefortamilies.org

Arizona Senator supports SB10-70 Immigration bill during protest.
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
These days, there's a lot of
talk about what it means to
be American and returning to
American values. However, it
seems to me that much of this
rhetoric glosses over, disguises

or neuters the nation's history.
There are numerous ways in
which America has not been
a single monolithic brand of
American, but one of the most
compelling is the fact that
America has struggled with
ethnicity and race.
We can talk about the long

history of divisions that started
with White, Black and Red, and
gradually expanded to Brown
and Yellow. However, I think it
is best to show not how America
has struggled for equality, but
how it is struggling.
True, some of us throw up our
hands and bow at the idol of postracialism, its most important
prophet the idea but not the
person of an African-descended
president. I think that is a farce.
As much as we have become an
inclusive society, not as overtly
batting an eye to the follies of
race or the oddities of accent
and last name, we have still not
erased our racisms. In fact, we
make more of them.
September 11 was important
for several things: the war on
terrorism, the rise in importance
of homeland security, the first
attack on our mainland. However,
it is also the point in which we

ToToT

began a predictable, ugly and
preventable trend: intense racism
toward South Asian, Iranian and
Arab Americans. They appeared
like the offending terrorist and so
they were treated like potential
terrorists. Some disgruntled
citizens even took matters
into their own hands. Cases of
murder, assault and battery and
property destruction as a result
were reported.
To make matters worse,
police discrimination in the
form of unwarranted arrests
and searches have also fallen
upon a stereotyped myriad of
communities. If we're honest
with ourselves, this is part of the
American way. When we go to
war with others, we demonize
their distant descendants at
home. With a case as ill defined
as the war on terrorism, it is no
wonder that a fuzzy group of
dusky people is the target.
The economic
downturn,
and partially
newly
our
enhanced

NOMINATE
YOUR
CITIZEN LEADER!
Do you know a ¡student, student organization, student employee, and/or faculty/staff member who embodies the
qualities of a citizen leader?
It is time to nominate that person for
the annual Citizen Leader Awards.
Nomination deadline is March 18th.

rv

TV» nominate or find out more about this
go to:
http://www.longwood.edu/
leadership/13193.htm
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border
anxiety,
contributed
to
another
burgeoning
racism
in
America.
In this case,
the target is

the massive collection of Latin
Americans living in and arriving
in the country. Many would
brace themselves with the idea
that it is not immigrants as a
whole, but illegal immigrants
that they oppose. For some this
may be true, but the vast majority
of anti-illegal immigration talk
seems like badly disguised
bigotry. The fact is not that illegal
immigrants are breaking the
laws of American morality, but
that they do not look or sound to
a sector of Americans like people
who would deserve it anyway.
National attention has been
rightfully brought to bear in the
case of Arizona's immigration
laws. I dare anyone to personally
identify which of several people
is a possible illegal without the
use of racial profiling.
Problems persist with other
groups and racism against Blacks,
East Asians and Natives is no
light matter. They say acceptance
is the first step. Americans are
not equipped to deal with ethnic
difference and so demonize it or
laugh nervously. So much of this
is the fault of not constant, but
sporadic efforts to make us used
to each other. We can go to school
with those ethnically or racially
different, but do we return to
neighborhoods containing them?
Do we shop in places they would
shop? Do we avoid them out of
expected malice?

Props to:
+ Baja Blast freeze
+ LU Harlem Shake
+ Applying for jobs
+ 2 days til break
+ Bonnaroo line-up
+ Feminism
+ Thursday night
specials

Someone may call out that we
are not the same country we were
during the 1950s. This is true.
There are no separate bathrooms
or water fountains. There is no
insuring that minorities are kept
out of the higher income brackets.
There is no open display of racial
slurs; there are no more openly
condoned lynchings. The world
is a great deal different. However,
there are still multiple cases of
loan denial and borrowing rate
increases for minorities. There is
widespread housing segregation.
There is an inexplicably low level
of social interaction.
And so the question arises:
What do we do about it? Do we
stop talking about it with the
expectation that the issue will
evaporate? Ifs a difficult thing.
In some cases, it is the society's
complete inability to accept
others. In still more cases, it is the
stubborn survival of a different
group identity that meets into an
equally stubborn society. If we
aim to keep the whole melting
pot deal, we can't force them all
to become like us. If we seek to
accept others, how can we do
that except by conceptualizing
them through our lens? I have
faith that America can find a way,
but if 11 take a lot of work and
humility paired with extensive
education to do so. If 11 take more
time.

PROPS&
DROPS

Drops to:
• Parking tickets
• Computer crashes
- Scrounging for money
-Bad music
- Empty refrigerators
• Bad breath
- World hunger
- Hang nails

+ Glitter

Sam Boustead
Sam is a 21 year-old from the United Kingdom. She (hose to study in
America because she had been here before, and if» different from what she'd
experienced before with her studies.
What Sam likes about the United States and Longwood University is the
friendly atmosphere. She also likes that the weather is random; it remincb her
of home. She thinks this is an interesting place to experience because of the
great classes she's taking.
She doesn't, however; like the limited public transportation. The United
States is huge, and she commented on the stresafulne* of trying to CTOM a
busy road.
She would definitely come back ag&in one day, if she could a f t e d it.
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Sports
Baseball Wins One, Loses Two Against Fairfield
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
Last Friday, the baseball
team
played
a
nonconference
doubleheader
against the Fairfield Stags,
lliat afternoon set was
followed by a single game on
Saturday. Playing at home,
it was the Lancers' second,
third and fourth games of
the season following a win
against James Madison.
Both games on Friday
proved to be Stag wins, with
the first game being 4-0 and
the second 6-1 in favor of the
visitors. The only run scored
by the Lancers was thanks
to freshman Travis Bumette
of Lynchburg, who was also
responsible for three hits.
Mound losses were taken by
sophomore Brandon Vick of
Newport News and freshman
Joe Manion of Midlothian.
In the opener, the fourth
inning saw Fairfield score

There is Nothing
like College Sports

said, "In the first game,
we swung the bat alright.
ERIC HOBECK
They made a couple decent
Sports Editor
plays in the field. I feel like
what hurt us the most was
our defense. We did make
I remember where I was last
a couple plays behind our
Tuesday:
Willett Hall.
pitchers; we threw the ball
Do
you
remember
where you
fairly well. Corey Ramsey
were?
threw a great game, so did
It's really a shame that last
Brandon Vick and Dylan
week's
game against Liberty
Caruso. Those three guys did
didn't
receive
a high-level of
their job, we just couldn't get
attention
on
a
national scale.
any runs across the board
I'm
not
only
saying
that because
early on. A couple guys were
SPO&TS
I'm
a
Lancer,
but
because it
in position and we had too
really
was
an
incredible
game
COLUMN
many fly-offs, to be honest
in
every
sense
of
the
word.
with you."
j^toiy^Trat^ditorAshle^ull
There was no shortage of
from the puncher's mound,
McCullough remarked, No. 32 Travis Burnette hurts the ball
incredible
games in college basketball this season,
looking forward, that "Every McCullough said, "Ramsey lead and won a convincing
whether
it
was Butler/Gonzaga, Illinois/Indiana
Big South series is going stepped in and gave us a 12-4 victory. Last night, LU
... the list goes on. I heard Mike Gillian say last
to be big. We're looking to chance to win the game. We moved to 3-2 on the young
week that the game was "what college basketball
win 2 out of 3 [every series]. just couldn't get anything season with a 4-1 victory
is all about," and he's right.
Every weekend, [we need to] going offensively. So hats off over Western Carolina of the
Thinking back on that game now, if s still hard
just put in a good product on to him for stepping up as a Southern Conference. They
to
believe the way it went down. TT Carey had
the field. We're really going junior and really putting the. play a second game against
a
school-Division
I-record 40 points to go along
to have to step up and play team on his back."
the Catamounts today at 4
with
12
rebounds,
which helped him earn the
good baseball."
On Saturday, Longwood p.m.
school's first-ever Big South Player of the Week
Finishing up his statements, jumped out to an early
award on Monday. Both LUs combined for 34
points in the final two minutes, and 55 in the last
four. Liberty almost finished the comeback late,
but a potentially game-winning "Hail Mary"
In the Campbell game on Jan. 9, fell well short at the horn and after two tries, the
with 10 minutes left in the game. effort into doing the things that are
the
Lancers lost by 10 after the game Lancer Lunatics (myself included) got to storm
Myles finished the game with 18 necessary for the team to succeed."
was
tied at 32 going into halftime. the court.
This includes, according to Gillian,
points. Four players on the Skyhawks
Longwood
trailed .the Camels for a
Did I mention the rivalry aspect of it? The
roster finished the game in double grabbing offensive and defensive
good
portion
of
the
tightly
contested
"Longwood
Hate Day" promoted by Flames
rebounds on top of scoring as he has
figures.
second
half.
However,
the
Lancers
Nation,
the
fan
blog of Liberty athletics? Ifs
The Lancers attempted a comeback the past three games. "The challenge
were
unable
to
get
closer
than
one
worth
reporting,
also,
that the "Hate Day" had no
effort in the final minute after junior with that now is ... 'what do you do
point
in
the
final
five
minutes.
official
affiliation
with
Liberty University, itself...
guard Tristan Carey drained a three- with that?'"
Despite
the
previous
results,
Gillian
That
said,
it
was
still
one
of the biggest wins of the;
The play of the Lancers has received
pointer. It brought the Lancers back
appears
to
be
confident
heading
into
Division
I
era
for
the
men's
basketball team, if not'.
to within four at 77-73, but UT-Martin a boost from freshmen Karl Ziegler
tonight's
game.
"What
it
comes
down
the
biggest.
was able to close the deal with their and Lucas Woodhouse. Woodhouse
It got me thinking about college sports in
finished the game against UT-Martin to is staying focused, especially on
free throws down the stretch.
defense,"
he
said.
On
the
offensive
general.
I f s true that sports here are not exactly
Carey led the Lancers with 23 points. with 10 points and a team-high five
end,
Gillian
believes
the
team
needs
like
those
of Alabama or Stanford. College
This performance marked the third assists. Gillian said, "The game is
to
be
"balanced
and
focused."
Gillian
athletics
have
hit a crossroads of sorts in recent
game in a row that Carey scored 20 slowing down around them ... they
is
pleased
with
the
offensive
output
years.
The
controversy
surrounding college
points or more. The offensive output are realizing that they don't have to
by
the
team
in
recent
weeks.
football's
BCS
system
hit
a
fever pitch last year,
helped Carey earn Big South Player rush."
indirectly
resulting
in
a
long-awaited
change to
After
the
road
games
conclude,
the
'of the Week honors.
The Lancers will wrap up the
a
playoff.
While
i
f
s
only
a
four-team
system
that
attention
of
Gillian
and
the
Lancers
Carey is the first Lancer to regular season with road games
won't
be
implemented
until
the
2014
season,
this
will
shift
toward
the
Big
South
against the Campbell Camels tonight,
accomplish this.
writer
views
it
as
a
progressive
step
in
the
right
Tournament
on
the
campus
of
Coastal
Despite the loss, Gillian remains and the VMI Keydets on Saturday. Carolina University in Conway, direction. Non-money sports find themselves in
optimistic that the team is heading Longwood lost both of the previous SC, near Myrtle Beach. The team is a difficult position as well. Baseball, lacrosse and
down die right path. The team has games against Campbell and VMI.
In the first match-up against VMI looking to go in to the tournament the like bring in very little revenue for programs
won three of their last five contests
with as much momentum as possible. I that depend on football and men's basketball to
dating back to their first-ever Big on Feb. 6, the Lancers lost 93-60.
Despite the standings in the Big provide the dough to keep programs running. I f s
South win against Winthrop on Feb. The Keydets were by senior Stan
South, Gillian said, "I don't think the case at BCS-size schools like our neighbors in
9. According to Gillian, the team "is Okoye and junior D.J. Covington
with 27 and 25 points respectively. anyone in this league tournament Charlottesville and Blacksburg, and i f s an even
functioning well together."
is going to be looking forward to bigger case here. Virginia has 23 sports (between
Gillian believes this has a lot to do The Lancers never seemed to have a
playing Longwood when we get men and women) to depend on. We have 14.
with the play of Carey, especially chance as VMI opened up a 20-7 lead
down to Myrtle Beach." Tipoff from Football and men's basketball tickets routinely
on the defensive end of the court. in the first seven minutes. After that,
Buies Creek, NC is slated for 7 p.m. cost upwards of $50, while tickets to non-money
According to Gillian, the standout the Lancers never got closer than 11
sports can run well under $20 — admission for
tonight.
junior is "putting a considerable points.
other sports is completely free of charge.

two runs and the eighth
inning saw them follow up
with two more for the victory.
The nightcap saw Fairfield
score four runs in the first
inning, one run during the
second and another run in
the fifth.
After the game, assistant
coach Brian McCullough had
a few words to say about
the day's games. When
asked about his season's
expectations,
McCullough
said, "We expect to hit the
ball and be able to score runs
in bunches; the top end of
our pitching staff is pretty
seasoned so we should be
alright there. We're looking
to come out and play hard
every game. I think our guys
are really excited about the
season and we're looking
forward to playing some
good baseball."
When asked to give his
overall impression of the
double header, McCullough

-

Men's Basketball Looks to End Regular Season Strong
KEVIN GREEN

Reporter
The men's basketball team dropped
an 89-79 decision to the University
of Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks on
Saturday. The game was part of
the last-ever Ramada Worldwide
BracketBusters tournament The
event featured 122 teams across
the nation and is designed to give a
glimpse into the upcoming NCAA
Tournament.
The Lancers lost the game despite
leading a tense 43-42 contest at
halftime. On the game as a whole,
lOth-year Head Coach Mike Gillian
said, "I wouldn't say that there is
anything that got away from us in
the second half. We needed to get a
couple of more defensive stops."
According to Gillian, part of the
reason for the loss was because of
the number of free throws attempted
by the Skyhawks. "There were a lot
of fouls called on us [and that] gave
them an opportunity to shoot free
throws." The Skyhawks ended up
with a grand total of 24 attempts and
connected on 19 of them.
UT-Martin grabbed the lead for
good off of a three-point goal from
sophomore forward Taylor Myles

Softball Season Gets Off To A Hot Start

Photo By: Staff photographer Laura Clarke
Longwood University's Softball team comes together in a huddle to celebrate a win.
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
After a 2012 season that was
less than most had hoped for,
the softball team has started
this year by proving they are
out to be the best team in the
Big South.
The Lancers (7-1) took
three games this weekend,
winning
the
Longwood
Spring Classic. Longwood
went 1-1 on Saturday, beating
Bucknell 7-0 and losing to
Stony Brook 3-2. In the first
Bucknell game, LU improved
a one-run lead by four in
the bottom of the third, as
Brooke Short, Jordan Cox and
Emily Murphy all homer-ed

in the third. Short and Katie
Shinrock were each 2-4 in the
game. Short took the win in
the circle, giving up two hits
in four innings pitched.
Against Stony Brook,
though, it was a different
story. Longwood jumped
out to an early 1-0 lead as
Megan Baltzell reached on a
fielder's choice and scored
Kori Nishitomi from third.
Stony Brook proceeded to
score one in each of the first
three innings, and an RBI
single from Jamie Barbour
that scored Murphy in the
top of the fourth wasn't
enough to complete the rally.
Ashley Cornell took the loss
in the circle, giving up three

hits and two earned runs in
1.1 innings pitched.
'On Sunday, the team took
to the field to prove that the
Stony Brook loss was a fluke.
They did that and then some.
A convincing 3-0 win over
Stony Brook in the return
match preceded a 9-1
drubbing of Bucknell in the
nightcap.
In the shutout win over the
Seawolves, the Lancers did
their offensive damage late
in the game, with a Short
home run to center Cariy
Adams picked up an RBI
when she scored Shinrock
with the bases loaded, and
Barbour scored an additional
insurance-run when she

was hit by a pitch and Short
advanced from third.
Short had the complete
game
one-hit
shutout,
moving her personal record to
4-0 on the season and striking
out three. Against Bucknell,
Baltzell and Murphy went
2-3, while Cox and Nishitomi
went 2-4. Shinrock and
Chelsea Sciacca each had 3
RBI. Shorfs two strikeouts
and two hits allowed in four
innings pitched were good
enough for her 5th win on the
year.
"We got a great effort in the
circle [Sunday] and also hit
the ball hard. We still need
to work out some defensive
kinks and we plan to have

that be our main focus as we
prepare for the Disney Citrus
Classic," said 16th-year head
coach Kathy Riley.
In addition, it was
announced Monday that
Shorfs impressive efforts
earned her a Big South
Pitcher of the Week honors.
The senior left-hander hasn't
given up an earned run yet
on the year, striking out 18 of
the 94 batters she's seen.
The Lancers will see no
shortage of action over
Spring Break, playing Boston
College, Fairfield, Louisville,
Syracuse,
Penn
State,
Winthrop, George Mason,
Cornell and Monmouth.

As if that wasn't enough, sentiment toward the
cause of student-athletes receiving some form of
payment for their skills grows louder seemingly
by the day. Just yesterday, I read a column by
ESPN's Rick Reilly about Texas A&M quarterback
Johnny Manziel and his attempt to trademark the
ubiquitous "Johnny Football" nickname given to
him by his teammates. Sports are a cash cow for
colleges across the country; there's no denying
that. To give you an idea of how high budgets
are getting, the University of Texas had a budget
of over $150 million last year. As shown on
Longwood's website, the university spent nearly
$7 million on athletics this year. Even with the
trials and tribulations aside, i f s still hard to beat
the atmosphere of a college sports venue.
For one, the rivalries in college are far better
than most in professional sports. UNC/Duke,
Army/Navy, Michigan/Ohio State, the Iron Bowl
and others are second to just about none. Sure,
Redskins/Cowboys and Red Sox/Yankees are
great rivalries in their own rights, but if s hard to
say that the fans in the stadiums and arenas get
more into it for professional sports than in college.
My reasoning behind that is simple: studentathletes in college are not on a dissimilar level
when compared to full-time students who don't
play a sport, while the fans of pro-teams are just
that — fans. I may wear a jersey, but that doesn't
mean that I'm a Washington Capital, for example.
In the university setting, though, i f s different. In
college, it really is about whaf s on the front of the
jersey and not on the back.
There's something unique about it all — the
chants seem louder, the rivalries deeper, the wins
sweeter and the losses that much more devastating.
The NCAA Tournament can't come soon enough
for most, and the moments that happen every year
can be nothing short of magical. Cinderella stories
annually capture the imagination of the country,
and for good reason — the game is more pure at
the eollegiate level. I f s not about the money.
Games like last Tuesday are really what college
basketball is all about Rivalries, comebacks,
rushing the floor — if s all a part of the collegiate
experience.
We should all count ourselves so lucky to be a
part of it.
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vieivs of The Rotunda or Longuvod
University.
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Longwood Ufe
is a monthly photography project that seeks to observe the
daily happenings and events at Longwood University, such as
Alzheimer's Walks, Big South games, the Special Olympics and
Harlem Shakes, in an attempt to capture the essence of the
Longwood blue and white spirit.
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